BLOCKMARKS   AND   BALKAN   MARKETS
it was a warm early autumn day3 and there you could sit in the sun
and take your midday meal and still divide your gaze between the
temple on the summit and the great panorama below.
At the hotel the German flag was flying. Nowadays I met it
everywhere — on Danubian barges, on the rudders of aeroplanes
flying over Balkan cities, on hotels where German envoys were
staying.
That strangely disquieting, Asiatic-looking swastika flag! I
thought of my early days in Germany, when it was forbidden, of
later days when it was permitted but scarcely ever seen; it was
then the emblem of an insignificant group of adventurers, and then
later still, during elections in Berlin, you saw one here or there
among the masses of Republican and Monarchist tricolours, and
then there were more and more, and one day there were only these
swastika flags, a few in every street, and large gaps where the
Republican and Monarchist colours had formerly flown, and then
these gaps were filled and every house, every hut, every flat,
every villa and mansion and palace and museum and ministry in
Germany flew that flag, and now I saw it everywhere I went in
Danubian and Balkan countries, more and more and more swastika
flags, and in the course of the next year or two that flag is going to
be planted in places which you thought yesterday, perhaps still
think to-day, to be far beyond its reach.
Now I found it on Mount Avala, and wondered in whose
honour it was flying, as I ordered my meal and turned to enjoy the
view. To find it here, at this tomb of a man who twenty years
before had fought with British and French comrades to put an end
to militarism and despotism in Europe, was disturbing; its flutter-
ing ruffled the silence of that eyrie, its angry red broke up the
peaceful harmony of the sky, the autumn foliage, the hushed black
temple on the hilltop, the warm brown plain below*
Up the hill, tramp, tramp, tramp, came the sound of marching
men, and a company of Serb soldiers emerged from the trees,
halted in the car-park beneath the terrace where I sat, and stood
at ease. Some of the finest fighting-men in Europe, I thought
sadly, as I looked at them, that no more would these men, fight
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